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♥

Balance life to make TIME for read-alouds! Reading through books takes
a lot of time. If we are to have time to really enjoy the gift of family reading, we must balance all of our day. We cannot spend too much time on busywork, errands, or other time wasters (TV, telephone, too much computer
time, too much socialization...) We must make it a priority to have a set
time each day to travel to lands far away—without distraction!

How ‘bout it? Painless enough? See? Reading aloud is a fun and easy way to
teach our children painlessly. Reading aloud is a treasure that is too rich to be
passed by. The difference this makes in our children’s writing style is immeasurable. You write what you read.
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Set Up Your Very Own
Writer’s Nook...

Does chaos kill you? It sure gets me every time! I simply cannot think, concentrate, or create in a big mess. Also, I found early on that organization and
having everything in one spot (a welcoming one) was one key to doing anything
creative whether sewing, baking, or writing. Otherwise, I never get around to
doing it.
Want to encourage your young writers to write and create books during
those moments that they can steal away? Why not set up a “Writer’s Nook?”
Nothing can encourage your children to write like having their own spot for
writing where they can settle in without distractions to get “lost” in their
work. Interested? Just want an easy way to create a publishing center? It’s
easy as ABC...
Ready? This is EASY as ABC...
♥

Find a good nook! It does not have to be huge. Certainly does not need to
be expensive. All that is needed is a place that invites the writer to think,
work through the manuscript (writing, proofing, and setting up), print, and
produce the book. Ask, “Where do they gravitate toward to read...to research...to write...to print?” Keep in mind that each and every writer in your
family will be very different during the writing process, but most will appreciate having all of the supplies and equipment in a safe place for production. When deciding on a spot, make sure that the spot has good lighting
and a good, solid, clean, work surface. Make sure it is a good spot to think
AND work on the book “set up.” Set up the area with a nice table or desk
with plenty of work area...comfortable chairs...shelves for books and notebooks...space for a computer and printer...convenient power supply...and a
specific spot for organizational bins that will hold supplies.

♥

Get supplies together! You probably have supplies ALREADY in your home.
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Use our list to remind you of which supplies you will need while creating
homemade books. Gather them and organize them in the publishing area so
they will be ready to use when your children can snatch time to write.
♥

Keep an “Idea Notebook” in the work area (or carry it along). I have a
journal that is completely dedicated to being my spot for brainstorming book
and article ideas. Keeping it where I write and read keeps it accessible when
I am drawing a blank! PLUS! I know where to look for it!

♥

Keep an “Idea File” in the work area! This is a bit different than an Idea
Notebook. When writing/research begins, only one file is needed. As research continues, grow to a few files on topics that will possibly be researched and developed. I keep files for smaller collections and notebooks
for ideas that grow too large for my file folders. When I work on a topic, all
I have to do is pull my file/notebook to carry with me in my tote. Everything
is in its spot, not wandering aimlessly around the house.

♥

Keep “Hard-Copies” of all completed book projects. As they work on a
book, whether they are setting it up like a scrapbook (for the hard-copy) or
they are setting it up on the computer, keep updated copies in a file/box/
notebook in sheet protectors/gallon plastic bags. Keep away from reach of
little ones or pets.

♥

Preserve all originals… After the project is completed, keep the original
manuscript safe. Make an extra good copy of the original if possible to duplicate for all bound copies, EVEN if the book is saved on a computer. If the
book manuscript is prepared on a computer, print an original copy and save
the manuscript on a CD-ROM and a floppy disc. Keep the original manuscript
and the CD-ROM/floppy safe. On a regular basis, make sure to update the
saved version—my first articles are inaccessible because my first versions
were published on a program that is no longer available. Although I still have
hard-copies of my manuscripts, the ideal way to have access to those articles
would have been to transfer them into newer programs along the way. Yep,
only 13 years ago and they are inaccessible!

♥

Have a blast! The tough part is over and the rest will be a blast! Have fun!
You are NOW in the publishing world!
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Tips for Terrific Titles...

♥

Describe your books with your title—what you plan to share.

♥

Create a picture of why a reader would choose your book.

♥

Let your title show a quick solution.

♥

Let your title sell your book—show why someone would want to buy it!

♥

Be specific, very clear about what your book is about.

♥

Tell what the reader will receive from reading the book.

♥

Be catchy!

♥

Make your title fun!
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Taking Care of Your Treasures!

♥

Find a place in your home to keep your books safe. Away from siblings
and pets. In a dry place. We keep our manuscripts (unbound) in a filing
cabinet and our own copies of the finished books on a shelf in my office.
Both are “high” and “dry!” Find a good place in your home to keep your
books and manuscripts.

♥

Always handle your books carefully.

♥

Use bookmarks to save your place when reading. No bending down pages
to “save” your spot. No big, chunky inserts. Use bookmarks that will not
stain or add bulk to the book.

♥

Be sure to store “hard-copies” away from elements—think archival
storage! Matthew and Elisabeth’s books are stored like our photo albums.
The pages of each of their books are hand-drawn. This makes them irreplaceable. We keep each book in a portfolio. You can make a cheap portfolio
by taking a large poster-board, folding in half, stapling around the outside,
leaving one side open to slide the pages in and out for copies. Store on a
special shelf just devoted to your children’s “hard-copies.”

♥

Do not handle with dirty hands. Wash before handling books. Also, wash
while pasting or coloring. Be sure your hands are dry before handling your
book.

♥

Do not trust siblings or friends with your books! Rather, make a special
copy just for them!

♥

Do not write or mark in your books or on your original manuscripts.
Keep one good, copy safe!

♥

Do not eat or drink while reading or creating your books.
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♥

Always be careful when turning pages—otherwise, they will tear, wrinkle, smear, or pull out.

♥

On a regular basis, print out a new “hard-copy” of your book and save
your manuscript on a new disc in your newest computer programs.

♥

Keep a “hard-copy” in a file, box, or notebook. Make an extra copy of
your manuscript for copying at your printer.

♥

Be sure to keep several copies of your book in the completed format
for your book collection! Don’t forget to share copies with your parents,
siblings, grandparents, friends, and teachers.
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Ideas for Helping the
Struggling Writer...

♥

Build a great book bit-by-bit! Slow down! It does not happen in a
day! Start where your child is! Go slow. Let them have time to read,
research, brainstorm, and develop their story. Don’t rush the product. The most frustrated writer will shock you!

♥

Tape the story! Get an inexpensive tape-recorder. (We recently
found a very good tape recorder at Walmart for $19.95.) Go outside
or to a quiet nook and tape the story. Encourage them to carry their
Idea Notebooks with them to help them stay on track. Remind them
to use their outline and ideas they have developed. Then, after they
have recorded their story, encourage them to “help mom edit” as you
type it into the computer for them. They can “catch” mistakes in
their grammar, fill in details, and edit out anything that did not fit
well. Easy!

♥

Dictate to Mom! Same thing, just skip recording the story. Let
them sit by you as you type it into the computer. Then, go back over
the story, letting them help you “edit” the story.

♥

Record and transcribe their own story! Let them tape their story
and transcribe it and set it up themselves.

♥

Type the manuscript on the computer. Nothing seems to help my
young writers like typing their manuscript into a computer. We use
Microsoft Word with its “Grammar check” for our manuscripts. My
young writers have always thought that typing their work on the computer was just “professional.”

♥

Give total creative freedom! Turn your young writer loose. Let them
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make their book, THEIR BOOK! Get out of the way! Don’t value what
YOU WANT over what your young writer wants to do with their book.
Give them freedom to make it all theirs! I have no nicer way to say
this, so I will just let you read it like it needs to be said. In teaching
children how to create their own homemade books, their number one
reason that they do not like to write is because they just wish their
moms (Yep! I know this is personal!) would let them write without
worrying about all of the rules. Do you know that in our writing
classes, the children DO spell correctly? Do you know that turned
loose, they do set up their writing correctly? Do you know that left
alone, they are incredibly creative? So, want to help your struggling
writer? Give them freedom to create a great book! You will love it!
And...have more fun in the process!
♥

Go easy on the edit! Nothing can be more difficult than “Mommy”
also having the role as the child’s English grammar teacher! Go easy
on your young writer! Always remember that writing is personal.
Original writing comes from the heart. Your young children simply
cannot separate your correction from your personal response to their
work. When a parent comes into the project with a red pen, something happens to the young writer. They cringe. They sit on the edge
of their seat wanting to please you. Either they sense your delight,
or their little hearts break. Take it easy on the edit! Let them proof
their work. Transfer the process to them. Use ideas from this book
to train them with the skills of editing. Watch your struggling writer
blossom!
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Tips For The Stressed Out Mom!

♥ Be patient! Isn’t this the hardest part? What if you KNEW that this pro-

ject was going to be fantastic? Have you looked at all of the samples in
this book and on our CD? What if I told you that every single project that
you see FINISHED now was once at a point of frustration? What if I
took you back in time to the moment that it was completely exhausting?
Would you believe that you too are going to have an incredible product?
Know that this is SO worth the time of struggle! Know that you WILL get
there! Think of the incredible project! Excited? Feel more patient?

♥ Relax to a comfortable pace!

This is not a race! This project is not
worth more because it is completed at record pace. Nor is this project
worth less because of its pace. Books all have a story. Each one develops
in its own timing. This book that you are holding has developed over 8
years! For real! Others that I have written developed over a weekend...or
a few weeks. I treasure each and every one of them for what they became. Do the same with those projects underway in your home. Relax. Enjoy the journey. Enjoy making memories—good ones! Keep a good, relaxed,
comfortable pace. No rushing. No pressing. No driving. Relax and enjoy!

♥ Make sure that your student corrects HIS OWN work first. Writing

is SO personal. Original, creative writing comes from the heart. When a
parent comes into the project with a red pen, something happens to the
young writer. They freeze up. Their little hearts break. Rather than beginning a project from this angle, let the student correct the manuscripts
and proofread their own work. Let this project be a training ground to
give your child a “seeing eye.” We have tips all throughout this book that
can help them to make their work great. Read a tip and let them go
through their manuscript checking for those errors. Read another tip and
let them go back through their manuscript. Read another and another….
letting them do the tough, gut-wrenching part. Two things will happen.
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First, your young writer will learn a priceless skill that will train their
“seeing eye.” Their work will never be the same! Secondly, you will
find them more open to your input. It won’t be as harsh on their
hearts. Give it a try. I think that you will see the benefits immediately!
♥

Less is better than stress! Always remember: It is better to have
LESS quality than to have stress in the process! Think back. Do you
remember the frustrations from your school years? What were you
writing? Did it even matter? What was the deal? Well, let’s make it
easier for you. Stress is the number one culprit behind those
“Writing WHOAS” that students experience. In fact, stress is the
number one culprit behind “learning WHOAS.” Studies show that
when students (or even parents!) are stressed, they immediately
shut-down. Learning is halted to an abrupt stop. Creativity is impossible under stress. So, what have we learned in our homeschool? Well,
first thing is that “less is best!” Less in quantity with excellence
moves forward! It instills a habit of excellence! This is where we
want to go! Secondly, less in quality is better than a parent taking
over and doing it for the student. Allow for their work to look like a
“child’s book.” The little things will not matter when they are older. I
worked so hard to be sure that our writing was “straight” and not
ever “smudged.” Now, I treasure little things that remind me that
they WERE little and they HAVE grown up! Those little things are
sweet treasures. Truly less is better than stress!

♥

Remember, this IS a process! Scripture calls it “precept-uponprecept… line-upon-line… here-a-little… there-a-little.” The process
of writing takes TIME. It does not happen in a day… week… month...
year… or even a couple of years. Rather, it is a life-long process. A
process that happens bit-by-bit! Enjoy each step. Always remember
that they WILL get it! It is just bit-by-bit!
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Easy Books!
Do You Have
A Book
Already???
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Quick Tips for Making a Book...NOW!

Is the book bug nipping at your heels? Let’s look at what you already have
right under your fingertips. Let’s use that material to compile a book. Let’s include what you have already collected into a book of its very own. You already
have great texts for books, just pull out…
♥

Your Copywork! Why not use your Copywork as the text for your
book. Perhaps you have notebooks full of neat quotes from the
American Revolution or Civil War? Perhaps you have notebooks full of
neat poems? Why not compile your favorites into a book? Have other
fun collections of Copywork? Why not use those as the text of your
book? All that will be left in the writing process is set-up and production!

♥

Your Narrations! Do you have narrations from your studies that
would make perfect text for your books? With simple narrations, we
already have text that can be easily edited and proofed for a neat
book. All that is needed to make a fun and easy book is to gather the
illustrations and get going with the final set up! Easy as ABC!

♥

Your Pictures! Have a large collection of your own pictures, diagrams,
maps, and other artwork? Do you have original artwork that is just
begging to become a book? Why not compile your pictures into a book
to share with others?

♥

Your Unit Study Information! Have a bunch of cute booklets with
details from your Unit Studies? Have lots of little booklets with biographical sketches and narrations about characters throughout history? Or perhaps you have files and files of little booklets with
facts, how-to’s, little known information that have been uncovered
during Unit Studies? Why not compile your booklets into a nice Lapbook on a theme. Not only will your work be kept safe, but it will fi-
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nally become a finished product—NOW!
♥

Your Bible Studies! Have narrations of Bible stories already? What
about your own pictures of different Bible Studies? How about copied Bible stories? Why not create a fun Bible Story book? Not only
will it be an easy project, but it can transform the lives of those you
love the most!

♥

Make Your Own Readers! Whether you like writing funny stories,
your own adventures, or even compiling fun ABC books, this would be
a great project! Use it for your own reader or give it to a younger
sibling as a special gift while they are learning to read. It will be a
precious treasure!

♥

Easy Ebooks or Books on CD! Perhaps you already have a book of
your own. You may want to try your hand at publishing your book as an
Ebook or as a book on CD. If you are wanting to build a business as a
young writer, this would be a great option for you. (More details later
in this section!) You can also republish old public domain works. Public
domain works are books that were published by an author who passed
away over 75 years ago. The copyright has expired and now their
manuscript is in public domain—free to be published. You may have a
favorite book that you want to see in print. Why not set that book up
as an Ebook or as a book on CD so you can share it with the world?

Ready? Want to make a book? Why not use what you already have and get
busy now putting together a fun and easy book?
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Hey! What About Using Copywork to Make
a Book? Is THAT Ok???

Copywork? What is that? How do you use it at home? What do I use?
Where do I start? Is it ok to use Copywork as text for your books? Would
that be an easy way to make a quick and fun book now? Yes! Yes! Yes! You are
going to LOVE Copywork! In fact, you may already have your entire text for a
book that is just BEGGING for its permanent home.
How We Stumbled Upon Copywork...
Copywork has been an answer to my prayers. I felt in my heart that workbooks definitely were not the answer for teaching grammar, writing, spelling,
and appreciation of wonderful literature. What would do the job while doing it
more naturally? Why…Copywork, of course!
We stumbled upon the idea of Copywork during some of the most trying
days of my life. I think that we all have expectations of what our children can
do in regards to writing. Our clash began as the combination of my expectations of my VERY verbal child met my personal love of writing and found a reluctant writer. It seemed that everything that I was doing seemed to be the
wrong thing to do if I wanted to reach this little one. It was then that I ran
across a God-send. I found Ruth Beechick's small but mighty little book A
Strong Start in Language. It seemed too simple! Certainly teaching children
to how to write would need to be more difficult, right? Well….hear ye, hear
ye! ! I found that teaching Language can be as natural when teaching our children how to write as when we taught our little ones how to speak.
Only Ruth Beechick herself can fully explain why to use Copywork. In her
book A Strong Start in Language she shares the following: "This method is

not new or experimental. It is an old and proven method, probably as old as
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writing itself. Great writers have used it and you have already used it with
your child. But once children reach school age, we tend to shed the natural
method for a slower, artificial method. Our society thinks grammar books or
Language books somehow carry the secret of good writing, but few of them
do."
So how do we teach writing? What is the best way to begin writing your
Homemade Books? Want to write a book, but have no idea where to begin?
Well, the key is how we taught our children to speak. Ruth Beechick shares
that there is a “parallel.” She says, "Listening and speaking are to spoken language what reading and writing are to written language." She also says,
"Children learn to write by writing." What better way to teach our children to
write books than by copying great models, then setting them up into a book of
their very own?
Our Story…
When I began teaching my little boy, I tried to mimic my educators. The
problem was that this method was laborious and when given opportunities to
write, his work was difficult and very messy. The spelling was atrocious! I
really saw this one-year at Christmas. When copying poems and writing letters, there were no blanks.
I decided to pull out Mrs. Beechick's book and use her method of copying
to supplement my workbooks. It was not very long until Matthew (who was
known to have a strong distaste for even holding a pencil!) fell in love with his
work. He had a reason to write and it became a pleasure! Also, he was sure
that the work was correct because it was taken from great literature--good
examples to pattern after. He would proofread his own work using the model.
By doing this, he was also learning one of the most important skills necessary
for great writing—to proofread his own work. He took great pride in his work
and soon began to keep special quotes, verses, passages, and poems in his
school notebook. It was not very long until his work began to result in
“finished” products—his own homemade books.
There was a change in me too. I looked at his workbook with new eyes.
This work was monotonous and did not really apply to what we were studying. I
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began to feel that all skills would be better learned if we could somehow make
them apply to his studies because of his strong interest in them. That is exactly what we have done! So, here is what we are doing and how you can do it
yourself!
Ready, Set, GO!
For the younger child, you will want to start by letting them copy their letters and later their name. For a fun book, make an Alphabet Book. Let them
copy a letter per page and decorate that page with pictures cut out of a magazine or coloring book. If they are a little older, they can copy the letter and
fill the page with examples of words using that letter. A fun and easy book!
All you have to do for a Copywork lesson is just print neatly on the top of a
page, then encourage them to make theirs look like yours. I remember doing
this with my mom when I was only a few years old. She would write names or
words on paper in church for me to copy. Mom did this naturally...without any
idea that this was a teaching approach. Now, the discipline is set in me—train
up a child in the way they should go?
I was amazed at how much little ones learn from this. My little girl began
on her own to teach herself how to write by copying signs and words on trucks
as we would go down the road. She would copy from her storybooks, or even
her brother's schoolwork. I was utterly shocked when this brilliant (Yep! I am
biased!) four-year-old child began on her own to do Copywork. We were riding
as a family to town when I looked back to see what was keeping her attention
in the backseat. She was sitting there with a copy of Charlotte's Web copying the letters on the page. She had copied the title of the chapter and even
several sentences without any prompting or even instruction. The only possible
explanation of where she got the idea for this would be from this little genius
catching the excitement from her brother's Copywork assignments! This was
how painless it was to begin Copywork with a child.
As she got older, I continued to copy her work in a model that I wanted her
to copy. She often chose the selections that she wants to copy, but most of
the time I copied several weeks’ worth of work for her to copy from. I always
sat down to “hand-write” her models at this time because she struggled with
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the mechanics of letter formation. We did this for about 4 1/2 years.
It seemed like overnight, but she was ready to copy directly from great
books. We had expected to transition her into copying her own work directly
from the original source by typing her models on the computer using a font like
Lucida Handwriting (or a program like Start-Write). This might work great
for you. Then, you can use the pages for other children. Just type on the computer in a larger font and leave lines for them to copy on underneath the model
(we have some reproducible pages included on the CD that comes with this
book for you to use for this). Do this for a bit until they are ready to copy
those models directly into their copybook. Then, they will be unstoppable!
As I shared earlier, I began Copywork with Matthew when he was in the
Second Grade and Elisabeth was Pre-school. It took watching the Copywork
begin to produce fruit before I would trust it and throw away my workbooks
. We used Ruth Beechick’s little book A Strong Start in Language to supplement our workbooks for the Second Grade. It did not take very long for me
to see that it was going to really work for Matthew!
I ripped out the pages that he had finished in the workbook, put them in his
Copybook, then only used Copywork for the rest of the year. He made improvements in every area immediately! The neatest area was the transition
from pencil-resistant to addicted to writing!
As he began Third grade, I often wrote an model for him to copy that could
give an example of how to write the passage. We also used Learning Language
Arts through Literature for formal grammar instruction. Matthew loved the
nice, large print models to copy from their book. He also copied poems, Bible
verses, and passages from his library books. His handwriting, spelling, and
even grammar all improved so drastically that Copywork sold me!
In Fourth grade, I focused real heavily on oral narrations (which also make
great books—more on that in the next chapter!). The children would orally
narrate their stories back to me while I took down dictation. I would re-copy
the passages as a model for them to use for Copywork. It only took about 6
months of this before Matthew realized that HE could create his own writing.
He wrote his first essay that year without having to have a formal class in
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grammar. I was so proud. It sounded as if an adult had written the essay…only
an adult would not possibly have had all of the humor and imagination that this
wonderful little boy poured into that essay. I saw this wonderful fruit and realized that we were not only improving the basic mechanics of writing but we
were also instilling a love of writing in this child. I was hooked!
Copywork healed this reluctant writer! In this short time, he was no longer
frustrated, weary, reluctant, resistant! It was all beginning to fall into place!
In just a small bit of time, he was no longer scared of writing a bigger work
like an essay! He considered it just as much of an adventure as curling up with
a book, going back in time with an author’s work. He had spent so much time
gleaning from these wonderful authors that he was ready to pour his heart out
on paper!
This time of oral narrations and continued Copywork brought us into the
next phase of writing for our family. Matthew was then ready for longer passages of Copywork, which gave him a deeper discipline of writing each and
every day. My husband casually mentioned one evening that it looked as if he
were trying to skim by and copy the least amount he could. That was all it took
for my 10-year-old to begin on his own to copy a full page a day!
He also was skilled enough to begin one of his greatest projects all on his
own. One day he confided in me, “Mom, have you ever noticed that these Ma-

rine books never have a complete history in one book? That information is in
all of these books. There needs to be a book on the complete history of the U.
S. Marines.” I listened as he went on, “I guess I will have to write that one!” I
about fell out on the floor! I encouraged him to begin studying, that he would
do a wonderful job with that. He began to take every minute of his free time
to compile information for his book. His notebook was getting filled up more
and more by the day. This was in addition to the regular Copywork he did each
day.
As Christmas break neared, he began to write the story. During the Christmas break he finished the rough draft for the book in his notebook and typed
it into the computer… all completely on his own without any help from either of
us (Yep! This is MY reluctant writer!). I was so proud to read such a nice piece
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of work. We went back through with me reading it to help teach about editing.
I showed him how to use Microsoft Word’s Spelling and Grammar tool, which
has a built in help function which tells you the rules that apply to your errors.
I also shared with him about how to develop a story by asking all of the
questions that someone would want answered. I casually taught him that I was
reading it as a novice (very ignorant mama!) wanting to know all about the Marines before I ended my time in his book (in which HE was the expert—vital if
they are going to fill in all of the gaps!). I shared some questions about common words that he did not realize were not common to those who did not read
as widely on that topic as he himself did. I was able to teach him that those
were important gaps to be sure that his book detailed. I also shared questions
that I had as I read. He was then off again writing his little heart out!
As Matthew wrapped up his Marine book, it set the stage for him to write
other books on other topics of interest. The skills learned through writing that
book prepared him perfectly for all other writing projects—essays, articles,
research papers, and of course, other homemade books!
Through the years, we continued to use Copywork (even now in the High
School years!). Most Copywork lessons resulted in simple additions to their
notebooks. But, we have also seen larger collections of copywork result in great
homemade books. The text was there beggin to go into a special project. All
that was needed was setup, illustrations (many were in the notebooks already),
borders, and a special touch by the children to make it their own. To date, one
our company’s best selling books is a book that was compiled from Matthew’s
favorite Copywork from the Civil War. Famous Copywork of the Civil War
was created after homeschool mothers began to see Matthew’s Civil War
Notebook. They wanted some ideas to carry home to their young writers. The
book was the perfect solution! Who knows? Your young writer may have a “best
seller” just needing to be published!
Copywork is still a daily discipline—even as he finishes his Senior Year in
High School. But, it is also a personal discipline. I can brag as much on the
Copywork as my darling child because I know that Copywork took the artificial
out of learning language. Now, Language Arts is alive with purpose! And...we
also have tons of great notebooks and books!
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What’s So Special About Copywork?
There are a few things that happen when children copy passages. First,

they are able to see their own mistakes and correct them without it being a
judgment about their personal work. This is crucial if we want to encourage our
young writers.
In the early years, it absolutely crushed my children if they thought that I
was not pleased with their work. Although correcting their work was not personal, they simply could not separate correction from acceptance. They had
worked so hard on their work, it was VERY “personal” to them. Copywork was
the perfect way to just “check up” on their attentiveness, teach spelling and
grammar, and instill the basics of writing in a non-confrontational way.
For a moment, just think of how much your children want to please you?
Have you ever thought over what is happening during their school lessons?
They pour out their heart in writing. Then, we take our permanent red markers and mark on their special creations. Disheartening! Frustrating! And...we
wonder why they become resistant and reluctant to write MORE!
Copywork takes away the “sting” of grading and correction while teaching
our children important writing skills. When my children were young, checking
their work FOR THEM and finding grammatical and spelling errors insulted
them. Letting them copy a passage, go back over their work themselves finding
the errors as they proofread the copy, helped me to transfer the process to
them while they learned the skill of proofreading their work until they have
excellence.
Another big plus for the Copywork is the good example. The writing style
of the author contributes greatly to expanding your child's own style. Wouldn't you love for your child to have the benefit of sitting at the feet of Robert
Louis Stevenson, William Shakespeare, Charles Dickens, Martha Finley, or
Mark Twain? Well, they can! By reading, copying, and-later even narrating
their great works, your child can be educated by the masters!
My favorite thing about Copywork is that my child is taught correctly from

the start. The work reinforces correct spelling, punctuation, and grammar.
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“The advantage of notebooks over marginal
references is so great
that the latter can
scarcely be
recommended to young
people who own few of
the books they read. But
the excellent habit of
reading critically, with
pen, or pencil and notebook in hand, should be
insisted upon
everywhere; for it is
good for both young and
old, male and female,
learned and unlearned—
all classes who read.”

Chances are that if they SEE things done correctly, they
will repeat it in their own work. I love what Ruth
Beechick has to say about this, "Children who know the
most grammar are not necessarily better writers." She
adds, "...Students who are good writers can learn grammar
better than students who are poor writers." She finally
says, "You can teach the parts of capitalization, punctua-

tion, spelling, sometimes grammar, and numerous other
matters day by day in the dictation and copying lessons.
Some of them you will consciously teach. Many others the
child will learn without your conscious effort." Isn't this
far superior to learning what things are but not learning
how to use it?

Looking at Matthew's progress can see this superiority. It really has been so natural for me to teach him
what good writing looks like. No, we have not been diagramming sentences, but he can write a fantastic essay!
No, we have not spent years working through boring workbooks, but both of our
children write professionally for magazines in areas of their personal/
professional interest. No, neither he nor I can still figure out what a split infinitive is, but he loves to write and make homemade books! Yes, I do think this
is superior to using these years laboring over the parts of speech before putting
the pen in his hand!
William Thayer, Gaining
Favor With God and Man

How to Begin (and Keep On Growing) With Copywork:

begin with teaching the child to copy their name or the alphabet. Keep
each page in a 3-ring binder (with sheet protectors! ☺ ). Begin slow and continue steady!

⇒ First,

⇒ Next,
⇒

copy short one sentence phrases-Bible verses, quotes, mottoes, etc.

Continue working up to longer passages. Lengthy passages will take several
days to complete.

⇒ For challenging gifted and older writers, assign passages longer and more
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challenging than a standard paragraph such
as dialogues, letters, news stories,
speeches, historical documents, etc.
⇒ Share

your favorites by creating neat
books. Create books with collections of
your favorite selections! What a fun and
easy book project!

Easy? Yep...it is that easy! Now, want some
specific help with some trouble spots? Need
tips for those little details that make it all
easy? Here are some of those tips:
⇒ Look for great Copywork everywhere! You

may collect passages for copying from biographies, letters, Scripture, novels, poetry,
history texts, classics, and so on.

⇒ Get ready ahead of time! It would be

best to prepare the night before and prepare some work for each day, as writing
should be a daily assignment. Just read
through your favorite living book that you
plan to use for your family reading time.
You can take a small quote and copy exactly
as you would have your child write. After
reading your selection the next day, allow
time for your child to copy and check his
work. It is that simple!

⇒ Use Copywork to teach grammar EASILY!

If you would like to have grammar lessons,
you may want to explain why it is written
that particular way, for example, today we
might notice why all letters in the passage
are capitalized and look up rules in a gram-
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“He was not more than twelve or
thirteen years of age, when he
read with pen in hand, and notebook in which he jotted down
references to particular facts and
statements, and thoughts inspired
by the book read. He continued
this practice through life. In his
mature life, he wrote to a young
lady as follows:--‘I would advise you
to read with pen in your hand, and
enter in a little book short hints of
what you find that is curious, or
that may be useful; for this will be
the best method of imprinting such
particular on your memory, where
they will be ready, either for
practice on some future occasion,
if they are matters of utility, or,
at least, to adorn and improve your
conversation, if they are rather
points of curiosity; and, as many of
the terms of science are such as
you cannot have met with in your
common reading, and may,
therefore, be unacquainted with, I
think it would be well for you to
have a good dictionary at hand, to
consult immediately when you meet
with a word you do not comprehend
the precise meaning of.’ The
foregoing advice was given one
hundred and fifty years ago (NOW
250!), but it is just as good counsel
for readers to-day as it was then.
Indeed, change of circumstances,
which we have partially considered,
adds force and value to the advice.
It is the only way of reading to the
best advantage, for it fixes the
attention, assists method,
strengthens purpose, and charges
memory with its sacred trust.”
William Thayer, Gaining Favor
With God and Man
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mar text. Not only are they finding the reason for the particular use of
that rule today in this passage, they are also hearing and thinking about
other uses of capital letters as you read through the various rules. Talk
about an easy and natural way to teach parts of speech, grammar, and spelling! It does not get any easier than this! In the early years, we used this
method once a week to give the children a nodding acquaintance with the
parts of speech. As the years have gone by, they have amazed me by looking
up rules all along the way—OUT OF CURIOSITY! Still, they will find something in their lessons that they have never seen (or noticed) and decide to
look up the rules to figure out why it is “done that way.” I cannot think of a
better way to learn the rules and RETAIN what is learned—which is far
better than the way that I was taught growing up ☺.
⇒ Use as “text” for your homemade books! Yep! What a great way to create

a fun and easy book! Your Copywork book can be a collection of neat quotes
like Matthew’s Famous Copywork of the Civil War. Or another idea is to
take a favorite passage and use that as the text of your book. Create your
own illustrations. Then, you have a fast and easy book! One example of this
was a book that Elisabeth created. She took her favorite Bible Verse, The
23rd Psalm, and used it as the text for her book The Lord is My
Shcpherd. Each page has a phrase with an illustration. Cute and FUN! You
may have many ideas similar to this. Really, the sky is the limit here. So, you
can really let your brain go wild! Need some ideas? Check out our list of
ideas at the end of this chapter. You are sure to find some cute ideas!

So...are you ready? Try your hand at Copywork. Been implementing Copywork and want to create a book—and QUICK? Chances are that you already
have an entire text ready for its own “spot” in a beloved homemade book. So,
go for it! Use Copywork as the text for your books. Illustrate the pages with
cute borders and pictures that accent your passages. Make it fun and easy!
The skills that they learn as they create a homemade book using their Copywork will help them to easily move to writing books using their own creative
writing. It will be as natural as when they learned to talk…and you will have
guided them along the way!
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Make a Book Using Your Copywork!

Need some ideas to get you going? Have no idea where to begin with finding
Copywork? Or...do you need some fun ideas for books with Copywork? The
following are some ideas that can get you started...

My Favorite Quotes Book…
About Airplanes
About Art
About Baseball
About the Bible
About Church
About Composers
About Dogs
About Farm Life
About Flight
About History
About Historical Figures
About Holidays
About Horses
About Indians
About Ocean Life
About Pond Life
About Sailboats/Sailing
About Space
About Time Periods
Animals
Bees
Birds
Butterflies
Bible Passages
Bible Stories
Bible Verses
By Artists
By Astronauts
By Astronomers
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By Baseball Players
By Composers
By Evangelist
By Explorers
By Historical Figures
By Inventors
By Jesus
By Kings
By Military Leaders
By Missionaries
By Pilots
By Preachers
By Queens
By World Leaders
By Writers
Dinosaur Facts
Eagles
Gardening
Grammar Rules
Historical Documents
Nature
Mottoes
Prayers
Songs
Speeches
Spelling Rules
Weather
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ABC Book…

Make an ABC Book of your favorite
copywork passages...one per letter!
Alphabet book (pictures
and Alphabet)
Alphabet word book (Letters
of the Alphabet/
words...you may also
want to add pic tures)
All About Me ABC Book
My Family ABC Book
Funny Family Stories ABC
Book
ABC’s of Airplanes
ABC’s of American Government
ABC’s of American History
ABC’s of American Revolution
ABC’s of Ancient Egypt
ABC’s of Ancient Greece
ABC’s of Ancient Rome
ABC’s of Anatomy
ABC’s of Animals (any animal—
or all animals you can
think of through the
Alphabet)
ABC’s of Architecture
ABC’s of Art
ABC’s of Astronauts
ABC’s of Astronomers
ABC’s of Astronomy
ABC’s of My Favorite Artist(s)
ABC’s of My State
ABC’s of My State Govern
ment
ABC’s of Baseball
ABC’s of the Bible
ABC’s of Bugs
ABC’s of Cathedrals
ABC’s of Cats
ABC’s of Castle Life
ABC’s of Civil War Life
ABC’s of Civil War Art
ABC’s of Christmas
ABC’s of Colonial Life

ABC’s of Creation
ABC’s of Dinosaurs
ABC’s of Dogs
ABC’s of Dolls
ABC’s of Explorers
ABC’s of Fine Art
ABC’s of Fish
ABC’s of Flowers
ABC’s of Gardening
ABC’s of Geography
ABC’s of Holidays
ABC’s of Horses
ABC’s of the Human Body
ABC’s of Insects
ABC’s of Inventors
ABC’s of Jobs
ABC’s of Jungle Animals (see
Hunter Beck’s Book!)
ABC’s of the Middle Ages
ABC’s of Mummies
ABC’s of Nature
ABC’s of Ocean Life
ABC’s of Old Testament Life
ABC’s of Our Solar System
ABC’s of the Passover
ABC’s of Our Presidents
ABC’s of Pioneer Life
ABC’s of Pilgrim Life
ABC’s of Pyramids
ABC’s of Snakes
ABC’s of Space Exploration
ABC’s of Space Shuttles
ABC’s of Weapons
ABC’s of Weather
ABC’s of Westward Expansion
ABC’s of Viking Life

My ________ Poetry Book…
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Animal
Christmas
Christian
Civil War
Flowers

